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ABSTRACT 

Agriculture is the biggest consumer of fresh water in the world accounting for almost 70% of the 

water use. The burgeoning world population and increased demands to feed the world requires 

novel technologies that reconcile water consumption and food security. Moistube is a polymeric 

semi-permeable membrane irrigation technology that is known to improve water use efficiency and 

boost yields. The technology is relatively new, hence a lack of comprehensive literature regarding 

Moistube irrigation (MTI) technology warrants empirical investigation of the existing literature. The 

study performed a systematic review guided by the Preferred reporting items for systematic review 

and meta-analysis protocols (PRISMA-P) and the scoping studies methodological framework to 

compile an evidence-based literature review on Moistube irrigation. The study performed search 

queries in the following over-arching and comprehensive databases for grey literature: Google 

Scholar, Science Direct, Research Gate, CAB direct, All Journals, CNKI, FAO, SCOPUS, Web of 

Science, and UKZN-EFWE. DistillerSR software was used for screening, data extraction and data 

charting. Article screening retained one hundred and 55 (n = 155) articles. Forty-nine articles (n = 

49) and information sources were found to be related directly and indirectly to Moistube. Moistube 

articles (n = 29, 59%) were from China were the technology originated. A bulk of literature reported 

Moistube irrigation use in the arid regions of China. The review revealed areas for research enquiry 

into the subject matter. Future research areas were fertigation performance under MTI, effects of 

waste-water on MTI nanopore plugging, yield response of industrial crops of economic importance 

under MTI and soil wetting geometries under MTI. This signified the need to perform further research 

enquiries into the subject matter to improve literature availability. Moistube irrigation technology has 

a low adoption rate in Africa with reported use in South Africa and Morocco. The technology has 

massive adoption potential in arid and semi-arid regions of sub Sahara Africa. 
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